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QUESTION 1
Exhibit:

What operating system tools can be used to collect capacity planning data? (Choose two.)
A. lsmod
B. vmstat
C. iostat
D. fuser
Answer: B,C
QUESTION 2
In order for pam_ldap to be capable of changing a user's password in Active Directory,
the pam_password parameter must be set to
A. win
B. ldap
C. ad
D. active_directory
Answer: C
QUESTION 3
OpenLDAP is capable of using the __________ framework to provide integrity and
confidentiality protections.
A. TLS,SASL,SSL
B. There is no such thing.
Answer: A
QUESTION 4
In capacity planning exercise, what tools assist in identifying processes of interest from
other processes? (Choose two.)
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A. w
B. pstree
C. acpid
D. lsof
Answer: B,D
QUESTION 5
What type of object class is sambaSamAccount?
A. auxiliary
B. structural
C. extended
D. abstract
Answer: A
QUESTION 6
Which of the following resources would be measured for capacity planning? (Choose
two.)
A. CPU Usage
B. Disk Usage
C. Application load time
D. Memory usage
Answer: A,D
QUESTION 7
After finishing configuration of a UNIX client to authenticate with a Microsoft Active
Directory server, login attempts are unsuccessful. Which of the following is most likely
the cause?
A. The slapd daemon is not running
B. The user account in Active Director has the remote login setting disabled
C. The PAM library is searching the directory with the default search filter
D. Unix Client support is disabled in the Active Directory Configuration
Answer: C
QUESTION 8
CORRECT TEXT
Which configuration directive must be used in the example below to setup replication to
a slave server?
Uri=ldaps://slave.example.com:636
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binddn="cn=Replicator,dc=example,dc=com"
bindmethod=simple credentials=secret
Answer: REPLICA
QUESTION 9
Which of the following procedures will test the TLS configuration of your LDAP server?
A. Verify the TLS negotiation process in the /var/log/ldap_auth.log file
B. Run the ldapsearch command with the -ZZ option, while watching network traffic
with a packet analyzer
C. Run the slapcat command, while watching network traffic with a packet analyzer
D. Verify the TLS negotiation process in the /var/log/auth.log file
E. Run the ldapsearch command with the -x option, while watching network traffic with a
packet analyzer
Answer: B
QUESTION 10
CORRECT TEXT
All entries in an LDAP directory must have the ______________ attribute.
Answer: OBJECTCLASS
QUESTION 11
CORRECT TEXT
When configuration LDAP Support on a FreeRAIUS server, which rlm_ldap parameter is
used in the radiusd.conf file to enable TLS? (Enter parameter only).
Answer: START_TLS
QUESTION 12
CORRECT TEXT
Specifying TLSVerifyClient=___________________ in slapd.conf will instruct slapd to
not ask the client for a certificate.
Answer: NEVER
QUESTION 13
When working with NIS netgroups in LDAP, which attributes may be specified with the
nisNetgroup object class to store information about the netgroup? (Choose TWO correct
answers)
A. memberNisNetgroup
B. memberUid
C. nisNetgroupName
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